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Details of Visit:

Author: Windsor69
Location 2: Oxford Street
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 29 Jul 2012 12.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07778114941

The Premises:

A few minutes walk from Oxford Circus underground and good directions provided by Paris ? it was
good to talk to her on the phone before I got to see her since it got me prepared for the fun to follow.

Very nice inside, a cosy bedroom with some tools of the trade such as uniforms and toys etc. on
display, also a clean bathroom and fresh towels available for a shower if required ? a necessity on
days such as today!

The Lady:

I made a decision to see Paris after reading the glowing reports and comments in various threads
on Punternet (thanks guys) ? I was not disappointed! Paris is everything that I hoped for and more,
and my expectations were already very high.

Nothing new to previous reports but just to confirm that Paris is a very lovely girl indeed, with long
blonde hair, a terrific toned and tanned body, slim waist, petite and VERY sexy, especially in the red
underwear that went perfectly with the tanned skin.

I was actually a bit apprehensive at first in the presence of a ?legend? such as Paris, but she
realised this and quickly put me at ease with her easy going personality, friendly nature and great
big smile.

The Story:

I made the booking on Saturday hoping that Paris would have a slot for me on Sunday which, sadly,
is the only day she works as an escort ? I got straight through and made the booking in minutes,
which was a great start.

I had a quick shower when I got there as it was really hot outside and wanted to be fresh for Paris, I
had brought her some flowers as a gift, so she arranged these whilst I had my shower.

Paris was waiting for me in her ?Sexy Paris? underwear ? yes, ?Sexy Paris? was printed on her
knickers ? Paris said that one of her clients had them made for her!

?You?re over-dressed? said Paris (I was only wearing a towel!), so she helped me to ?undress?
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then we got better acquainted.

It was just a blur after that with non-stop sucking and fucking in every position imaginable, and
more. Paris more than met my expectations and I can confirm that she is real high class and worth
every penny! I'm not nicknamed "69" for no reason and Paris appreciated my skills in that
department!

The sunny morning had deteriorated into heavy showers and a thunderstorm by the time I left, but I
couldn?t care less as I was still in a state of total euphoria. I?m embarrassed to say that I was so
mesmerised by Paris that I put my shirt on inside out when I left and only realised on the tube when
I went to put my glasses into a pocket that wasn?t there ? so, if anybody saw a daft plonker walking
down Oxford Street or on the tube Sunday lunchtime with his shirt inside out and a wide grin on his
face despite the elements, that was me!
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